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Abstract 77 
Ecological correlates and long-term consequences of 78 
hatchery-wild hybridization 79 
Andrew Harbicht 80 
The intentional and unintentional removal of reproductive barriers between populations is 81 
resulting in ever increasing occurrences of intraspecific hybridization between genetically 82 
distinct populations, in many cases of domestic or hatchery origin. To appropriately 83 
manage the potential risks to nearby wild populations such intraspecific hybridization 84 
represents conservation and wildlife managers must understand what factors affect the 85 
extent of hybridization as well as what the long-term outcomes are for affected 86 
populations. This study presents the results of two separate but related investigations into 87 
this phenomenon. The first addressed whether environmental or anthropogenic variables 88 
can be used to predict the extent of admixture following hybridization between wild and 89 
hatchery brook trout populations. The results suggest that populations inhabiting less 90 
productive habitats (lower pH, higher elevation, reduced littoral zones) experience greater 91 
admixture following hybridization with hatchery fish, as do populations exposed to 92 
increased human activity (elevated fishing pressure and stocking frequencies). The 93 
second portion of this study addressed the long-term consequences of hybridization on 94 
fitness and adaptability through experimental matched plantings of wild, admixed and 95 
hatchery strains into three new environments roughly 800 km away. Results indicated 96 
that among the populations studied, there was no evidence for long-term deleterious 97 
effects of hybridization after as few as 7 generations following the cessation of stocking. 98 
The results of these two studies have implications for the management of hybrid 99 
 iv 
populations and hybridization events following accidental introductions by proposing 100 
measures that may limit the resulting amount of admixture as well as for the conservation 101 
and restoration of native populations in areas exposed to hybridization with conspecifics 102 
as the results suggest that any negative effects of hybridization may be transient, with 103 
populations displaying levels of survival and phenotypic plasticity comparable to wild 104 
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General Introduction 289 
 290 
A problem often encountered by conservation organizations such as the Committee on 291 
the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) or those tasked with enforcing 292 
the Endangered Species Act in the U.S.A. is what to do with hybridized populations 293 
(Allendorf et al. 2004). Human activities have resulted in the breakdown of many 294 
isolating barriers among populations, resulting in an ever-increasing number of 295 
hybridized populations (Allendorf et al. 2001). The immediate consequences of such 296 
hybridization may range from the genetic rescue of a small population (Hogg et al. 2006), 297 
to considerable deleterious effects when genetic differentiation between hybridizing 298 
populations produces genetic incompatibilities or the loss of local adaptations (Edmands 299 
1999). 300 
 301 
In many cases the effect of hybridization is in part dependent on the extent of 302 
hybridization, which can vary from being limited to the F1 generation when sterile 303 
offspring are produced, to the introgression of genetic material from one population to 304 
another when offspring are fertile and backcrossing occurs. Given enough time such 305 
backcrossing often results in complete admixture whereupon no individual in a 306 
hybridized population can be classified as a non-hybrid as each member of the population 307 
possesses some amount of transgenetic material (Allendorf et al. 2001). Large variation 308 
in the extent of admixture can exist among groups of populations exposed to similar 309 
conditions (Halbisen and Wilson 2009) and the reasons for this variation are largely 310 
unknown. Knowledge of environmental or anthropogenic variables which may be 311 
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correlated to admixture levels would assist conservation organizations in locating 312 
populations that have resisted admixture following hybridization events, or populations 313 
that might be at risk of undesirable hybridization based on their biotic, abiotic and 314 
anthropogenic environments. 315 
 316 
Unfortunately the problem with hybridizing populations does not end with their 317 
identification. There is also the question of whether or not they still possess any 318 
conservative value biologically. In situations where hybridization is entirely the result of 319 
human activity, hybrid populations are generally seen as being a separate entity from the 320 
original species or population and as such are omitted from any protection that may have 321 
been afforded to their progenitors while even being seen as a threat in some situations 322 
(COSEWIC 2011). The reason for this treatment is generally attributed the decreased 323 
fitness exhibited by hybrids compared to wild individuals as a result of outbreeding 324 
depression (Edmands 1999, Allendorf et al. 2004). But while this classification may last 325 
indefinitely, theory predicts that the negative fitness effects of outbreeding depression 326 
will not (Tallmon et al. 2004). 327 
 328 
In the following chapters I will address these two important issues by making use of the 329 
hybridized populations of brook trout in Algonquin Provincial Park, Ontario, Canada as a 330 
model system. Within the park there are multiple populations that have experienced 331 
stocking of hatchery fish in the past. The result of this past stocking has been that 332 
populations across the park now display varying amounts of hatchery admixture despite 333 
having experienced similar conditions among them. This provides not only an 334 
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opportunity to test for environmental and anthropogenic correlates of hatchery admixture 335 
and potentially identify ecological drivers of admixture, it also provides a source of 336 
multiple hybridized and wild populations. As stocking of naturally self-sustaining brook 337 
trout populations nearly completely ceased within the park over 7 generations ago, it is 338 
possible to address the issue of what the long-term consequences of hybridization are for 339 
fitness by experimental means. By addressing these issues I intend to provide 340 
management and conservation organizations with valuable information that will assist 341 
them in situations where hybridization is a potential or principle issue such as in 342 
situations of biological invasions, natural restoration or conservation management. 343 
344 
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CHAPTER 1: 345 
ENVIRONMENTAL AND ANTHROPOGENIC CORRELATES OF 346 
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Interbreeding between stocked and wild fish is increasingly common due to the routine 369 
stocking of hatchery-reared fish into lakes and streams containing wild populations. The 370 
present study assessed whether specific human actions and/or environmental 371 
characteristics were associated with the extent of hybridization between hatchery and 372 
wild brook trout occupying seventeen lakes in Algonquin Park, Ontario, Canada. We 373 
found that hatchery and wild trout were most likely to hybridize in lakes with less 374 
productive environments for wild trout (lakes with lower pH, smaller littoral zones, and 375 
situated at higher elevations), with repeated stocking events of hatchery trout, and with 376 
greater exposure to other human activities (higher accessibility, angling pressure). 377 
Conversely, other stocking factors such as the stocking density, total number stocked and 378 
life stage of hatchery fish stocked did not show significant influence on the extent of 379 
hybridization. Our results highlight how particular human activities may interact with 380 
specific environmental conditions to elicit hybridization in wild populations. Hence, the 381 
risk of hybridization might be anticipated based on readily available environmental and 382 
land use data. The results further provide a potentially economical means of identifying 383 
indigenous populations with minimal introgression. 384 
 385 
KEY WORDS: 386 
intraspecific hybridization, introgression, salmonid, brook trout, hatchery, stocking, 387 
Salvelinus fontinalis, conservation 388 
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INTRODUCTION 389 
Anthropogenic hybridization within species is a common occurrence and has been 390 
observed in many different species from wild and domestic cats in Europe (Pierpaoli et 391 
al. 2003) to reindeer and caribou in Alaska (Cronin et al. 1995) and can have both 392 
positive and negative ecological and genetic effects. On one hand, it may facilitate the 393 
genetic rescue of a population by adding new alleles necessary to stave off inbreeding 394 
depression and extinction (Hogg et al. 2006), or enhance a population’s adaptive potential 395 
in new or changing environments (Arnold 1992). On the other hand, hybridization can 396 
reduce a population’s fitness through outbreeding depression, potentially resulting in the 397 
loss of local adaptations and ultimately reduced population viability (Rhymer and 398 
Simberloff 1996, Tallmon et al. 2004). 399 
 400 
Introgressive transfer of genetic material between two groups can result in novel, 401 
untested genes being introduced into a gene pool that subsequently lower the fitness of all 402 
individuals possessing such transgenes (Rhymer and Simberloff 1996, Burke and Arnold 403 
2001). Following continued backcrossing, transgenes may spread throughout a 404 
population, eventually resulting in most individuals containing some portion of hybrid 405 
genotype. Such populations are referred to as being admixed (Allendorf et al. 2001). The 406 
occurrence and extent of admixture following hybridization between different 407 
populations are highly variable (virtually ranging from 0 to 100%: e.g. Hindar et al.  408 
1991; Hansen 2002; Hansen et al. 2009; Marie et al. 2010). The causes of such variable 409 
admixture have not been studied thoroughly in most instances, but they are likely 410 
influenced by a number of ecological factors that affect both the frequency of 411 
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hybridization and the fitness of hybrid individuals relative to the parents (Utter 2000; 412 
Hails and Morley 2005). 413 
 414 
Human-induced hybridization is an increasing occurrence in many taxa (Cronin et al. 415 
1995; Pierpaoli et al. 2003; Hails and Morley 2005). In fishes, escapes from aquaculture 416 
facilities and the intentional release of domestic or hatchery fish to supplement exploited 417 
wild populations have resulted in a growing number of cases of intraspecific 418 
hybridization (Rhymer and Simberloff 1996; Hutchings and Fraser 2008). Such human- 419 
induced hybridization often has had negative effects on wild populations, most 420 
commonly in the form of reduced fitness in hatchery-wild hybrids relative to wild 421 
conspecifics (Fraser 1981; Webster and Flick 1981; Einum and Fleming 1997; 422 
McGinnity et al. 2003; Araki et al. 2007; Fraser et al. 2010b; but see Fraser et al. 2008), 423 
and homogenization of genetic differentiation among wild populations (Ryman 1991; 424 
Hutchings and Fraser 2008; Matala et al. 2008; Marie et al. 2010). 425 
 426 
Recent studies have found that the extent of admixture from fish stocking can be 427 
correlated with a species’ life history (Utter 2000), stocking intensity (Almodovar et al. 428 
2006), fishing pressure (Garcia-Marin et al. 1998), population size (Hansen et al. 2009), 429 
abiotic factors (Marie et al. 2012), and human activities such as logging (Heath et al. 430 
2010). Few studies have rigorously examined the relative influence of multiple 431 
environmental and stocking factors in driving variation in hatchery-wild admixture 432 
among populations (but see Marie et al. 2012), but such investigations may bear 433 
considerable fruits. First, they may shed light on which indigenous populations/species 434 
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are more at risk of hybridizing. Second, they may provide an efficient and a cost effective 435 
means of identifying indigenous populations that have resisted admixture with previously 436 
stocked hatchery fish using readily available data, an increasingly common situation for 437 
restoration and biodiversity conservation (see Meraner et al. 2008; Baric et al. 2010).  438 
The brook trout (Salvelinus fontinalis) of Algonquin Park (Ontario, Canada) provide an 439 
opportunity to address the issue of which environmental variables and human factors may 440 
affect hatchery-wild admixture. The long stocking history of lakes in the park since the 441 
1930s (Danzmann and Ihssen 1995) is well documented and considerable environmental 442 
and ecological information is available on stocked lakes.  443 
 444 
The purpose of this study was therefore to identify possible ecological correlates of 445 
hatchery-wild admixture from lakes within Algonquin Provincial Park, and thus shed 446 
light on possible mechanisms that determine the extent of admixture following stocking 447 
events. As stocking has not taken place in the park’s lakes since at least 1989, a post hoc 448 
data analysis approach was implemented whereby the relative importance of variables 449 
was analyzed and explanatory models were constructed. This method of data analysis can 450 
potentially provide ecologists, conservationists and managers with useful tools for 451 
identifying populations that have resisted hybridization and for further understanding the 452 
drivers of introgressive hybridization at the population level.  453 
 454 
METHODS 455 
STUDY POPULATIONS AND THEIR HISTORY OF HATCHERY TROUT STOCKING 456 
Algonquin Provincial Park covers an area of 7 650 km
2
 and contains approximately 250 457 
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naturally self-sustaining populations of brook trout (Quinn 1995) spanning 6 watersheds 458 
(Danzmann and Ihssen 1995). Between 2002 and 2009, tissue samples were collected 459 
from a total of 1071 adult brook trout from a total of 27 brook trout populations; 23 of 460 
these were within Algonquin Provincial Park lakes, another two lakes bordering the park; 461 
those remainding were the two hatchery brood stocks that have historically been stocked 462 
in Algonquin Park (Figure 1.1, Table 1.1). Note that previous work and genetic analysis 463 
done for this project suggest that each lake sampled represented an isolated population 464 
with the exception of three lakes (Harry, Rence, and Welcome lakes) which are 465 
connected and exchange high levels of gene flow (Addison and Wilson 2010). As such, 466 
for the purposes of this study, these lakes were treated as one large lake. Of the 25 467 
sampled lake populations, 17 had been stocked in the past with hatchery trout; the 468 
remaining eight lake populations (and two hatchery brood stocks) were used as ‘controls’ 469 
for determining the degree of hatchery-wild admixture in stocked lakes in analyses below 470 
(Table 1.1). 471 
 472 
Stocking in Algonquin Park began in the 1930s and was variable in its frequency and 473 
intensity. Some lakes received regular stocking, while others were stocked only once or 474 
twice for research or remediation purposes (Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources fish 475 
stocking database). All stocking of Algonquin Park lakes (and the lakes studied outside 476 
the park) occurred before 1989, with the exception of Charles Lake which received 1500 477 
hatchery fish in 1994, and Major Lake outside the park which received 334 wild fish in 478 
2006. Three hatchery strains of brook trout were stocked within the park. The principal 479 
strain used, Hills Lake, originated in Pennsylvania, approximately 500 km south of 480 
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Algonquin Park, and has been maintained as a brood stock in the Ontario hatchery system 481 
over the entire period that stocking in Algonquin Park took place (Kerr 2000). The 482 
second strain originated from Lake Nipigon (approximately 850 km west of the park) and 483 
was stocked into several lakes within the park, though to a much lesser extent than the 484 
Hills Lake strain. The third strain previously stocked into the park was a first generation 485 
cross between the Hills Lake and Nipigon Lake strains and was only stocked in a few 486 
instances as part of a study on the fitness of F1 hatchery-wild hybrids (Fraser 1981). 487 
 488 
ENVIRONMENTAL AND STOCKING DATA 489 
We collated environmental data and stocking records for each study lake stocked with 490 
hatchery trout from government records obtained from the Ontario Ministry of Natural 491 
Resources (OMNR), local records kept by the provincial park authorities (Friends of 492 
Algonquin Park), the Algonquin Forestry Authority (AFA), and to a lesser extent 493 
published primary literature sources. Variables analyzed are outlined in Table 1.2 and 494 
include chemical, physical and biological variables known to be important for the success 495 
of stocked brook trout (Kerr 2000). In cases where years in which the data was collected 496 
differed from one lake to another, only variables recorded around the same time of year 497 
(mid-summer) were used, to minimize differences between lakes resulting from seasonal 498 
changes. Of the data available, only variables that offered complete data sets for each 499 
lake were used, with the exception of age-at-stocking for which no information was 500 




DNA ANALYSES 504 
Over seven non-consecutive sampling seasons, fin clips were non-lethally collected from 505 
adult fish in the 27 populations/hatchery strains sampled and stored in ethanol until the 506 
DNA was extracted using a salt extraction method. Individuals were then genotyped 507 
using 14 microsatellite loci (Sfo18, Sfo23, Sfo12: Angers et al. 1995; SfoC24, SfoD28, 508 
SfoC38, SfoD75, SfoC88, SfoC100, SfoC113, SfoC86, SfoC115, SfoC129, and SfoB52: T. 509 
King and M. Burnham- Curtis, U.S. Geological Survey, unpublished data). Each 10 µL 510 
multiplex PCR reaction consisted of 6.0 ng of DNA, 2x polymerase chain reaction (PCR) 511 
buffer (Promega Flexi Go Taq), 1X BSA (Bioshop), 1.5 mM MgCl (Promega Flexi Go 512 
Taq), 0.2 mM of dNTPs (Bioshop), 0.025 units of Taq polymerase (Promega Flexi Go 513 
Taq), between 0.03 to 0.3 µM of each primer pair (Operon and ABI) and double distilled 514 
H2O. PCR amplifications were completed under the following conditions: 94.0 ºC for 5 515 
min, 36 cycles of 94.0 ºC for 1 min, 58.0 ºC or 60.0 ºC (multiplex specific) for 1 min, 516 
72.0 ºC for 1 min, and a final extension at 60.0 ºC for 45 min. Amplified PCR product 517 
was visualized using capillary electrophoresis on a ABI 3730 automated sequencer (Life 518 
Technologies Inc., Carlsbad, California, USA). Genotypes were scored using ABI 519 
GeneMapper v 4.0 and visual proofreading. 520 
 521 
WITHIN-LAKE MEASURES OF GENETIC DIVERSITY 522 
To determine the effect of hatchery stocking on microsatellite allele frequencies, 523 
admixture was compared to measures of allelic diversity calculated for all sampled 524 
populations/hatchery strains using Genetic Analysis in Excel (Peakall and Smouse 2006). 525 
These measures included the observed (Ho) and expected heterozygosity (He), and the 526 
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mean number of alleles per locus (Na). GENEPOP 4.0.10 (Raymond and Rousset 1995) 527 
was also used to test for genetic linkage disequilibrium among loci within populations as 528 
well as deviations from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium HWE within populations, as the 529 
program used to determine the extent of hatchery-wild admixture below (STRUCTURE; 530 
Pritchard et al. 2000) assumed linkage equilibrium and HWE within populations.  531 
 532 
ESTIMATION OF THE DEGREE OF HATCHERY-WILD ADMIXTURE  533 
The extent of admixture between hatchery and wild trout in different lakes was assessed 534 
using the Bayesian clustering methods implemented in the program STRUCTURE. First, 535 
the total number of clusters present within reference samples was estimated separately for 536 
hatchery reference samples (Hills Lake and Lake Nipigon) and non-stocked reference 537 
samples (non-stocked lakes within the park). This involved employing the methods of 538 
Evanno et al. (2005) with 10 replicate trials over a range of K values (from K = 1 to K = 539 
n+3 where n is the actual number of populations sampled) and a burn-in period of 50 000 540 
replicates followed by 50 000 Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) replicates. As the two 541 
hatchery reference samples clustered separately and only two clusters were present within 542 
the non-stocked reference samples (referred hereafter as ‘Algonquin East’ and 543 
‘Algonquin West’), two separate analyses were undertaken. The first involved pooling all 544 
populations that had been stocked with only the Hills Lake strain into a single dataset 545 
along with the Hills Lake and Algonquin (East and West) reference samples. 546 
STRUCTURE was then told which samples were reference samples and asked to assign 547 
the remaining samples to the three clusters (Hills lake, Algonquin East, Algonquin West) 548 




 replicates followed by 5x10
5
 MCMC steps. The second analysis was conducted in 550 
the same manner but only populations receiving hatchery fish from both the Hills Lake 551 
and Lake Nipigon strains (or their hybrid) were included along with all four reference 552 
sample clusters (Hills Lake, Lake Nipigon, Algonquin East, Algonquin West). More 553 
details about the procedures used are found in Appendix 1. 554 
 555 
ECOLOGICAL CORRELATES OF HATCHERY-WILD ADMIXTURE 556 
To determine which environmental and stocking variables could be potentially important 557 
for predicting hatchery-wild admixture, we used a model selection method slightly 558 
modified from that described by Burnham and Anderson (2002) whereby relative 559 
variable importance was first estimated using an exhaustive set of simple additive 1, 2, 560 
and 3 parameter models using variables listed in Table 1.2. Cumulative Akaike weights 561 
(Σω) were then calculated for each variable and any variables deemed to be unimportant 562 
were excluded from further modeling.  This overall procedure was conducted with two 563 
separate modeling methods: (i) beta regressions, using mean admixture values for each 564 
lake (hereafter referred to as the BETA method), and (ii) generalized linear mixed-effects 565 
models (hereafter referred to as the GLMM method), using a beta error distribution and 566 
individual admixture values within lakes as the response variable. Lakes were used as 567 
random effects. Both the BETA and GLMM methods were used to ensure that our 568 
analysis of ecological variables and hatchery-wild admixture captured the relationship at 569 
the population and individual levels, respectively. This also allowed us to account for any 570 
effect of variation in individual admixture levels. To determine the relationship between 571 
the top five variables resulting from each method, which were concordant, and the 572 
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resulting hatchery-wild admixture levels a second exhaustive set of models was tested. 573 
This set included all possible additive and interactive models containing the five 574 
important variables and interactions were restricted to a maximum size of a two-way 575 
interaction because more complex models were difficult to interpret biologically. Models 576 
were then compared using Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) values for the GLMM 577 
method, and second order (AICc) values for the BETA method due to smaller sample 578 
sizes (Burnham and Anderson 2002).  579 
 580 
RESULTS 581 
WITHIN-LAKE MEASURES OF GENETIC DIVERSITY 582 
Of the 27 populations/hatchery strains sampled, 12 exhibited significant deviation from 583 
Hardy-Weinberg expectations (HWE) after Bonferroni corrections (α = 0.0036, k = 14) 584 
(Table 1.1). Among these, ten displayed heterozygote deficiencies, but these were spread 585 
out over the fourteen different loci and depended on the particular population (In total 76 586 
loci deviated significantly from HWE out of 378 tests, the maximum and minimum 587 
number of loci that deviated significantly within a population was 6 and 1 respectively); 588 
this suggested biological explanations for them. Two of the deficiencies were found in 589 
the hatchery strains; the Hills Lake strain has been maintained within the Ontario 590 
hatchery system for over 40 years with few genetic introductions (Fraser 1981); and the 591 
Lake Nipigon strain, which was established from wild spawn collections in the late 1970s 592 
(Kerr 2006). Of the remaining eight lakes displaying heterozygote deficiencies, three had 593 
large surface areas (>181 ha) and a fourth (HRW) was comprised of three connected 594 
lakes where possible population substructure was present and hence a Wahlund effect 595 
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was not unexpected (Wahlund 1928, but see Addison and Wilson 2010). Heterozygote 596 
deficiencies in the smaller lakes have been detected in other brook trout populations and 597 
may be due to limited suitable breeding sites being available, which can reduce dispersal 598 
from spawning sites and increase occurrences of inbreeding compared to larger lakes 599 
(Castric et al. 2002). Of the 2457 tests of linkage disequilibrium across populations 600 
(ninety-one tests per population), only 35 were significant after Bonferroni corrections (α 601 
= 0.000549, k = 91) and these were spread out over all loci and in 15 different 602 
populations. All three measures of genetic diversity displayed curved, polynomial  603 
relationships best described by quadratic relationships between each variable and the 604 
extent of hatchery admixture, wherein intermediate admixture values around or slightly 605 
above 0.5 displayed the highest values (all p-values < 0.01) (Figure1.2).  606 
 607 
DEGREE OF VARIATION IN ADMIXTURE AMONGST STUDY LAKES 608 
The mean (± S.D.) admixture across all previously stocked lakes was 0.34 ± 0.34, yet few 609 
lakes displayed intermediate admixture: roughly half of the lakes had mean admixture 610 
ranging from 0.18 to 0.90 while the other half demonstrated little admixture 611 
(<0.05)(Table 1.1). Within-lake variance in admixture was generally low (0.00002 to 612 
0.04) which is to be expected since in most cases at least 7 generations have passed 613 






ECOLOGICAL CORRELATES OF ADMIXTURE 619 
Among the five most important predictive variables (Table 1.3) were three environmental 620 
factors (pH, elevation, depth), one related to stocking (number of stocking events) and 621 
one related to other human influences (accessibility). pH was the explanatory variable 622 
with the most support, with a cumulative AIC weight (Σω) double or nearly double that 623 
of the explanatory variable with the second-most support (elevation) for the GLMM and 624 
BETA methods respectively. The remaining  environmental variable was mean depth. In 625 
the BETA model, the number of stocking events ranked slightly higher than the 626 
accessibility of a lake (trail length) while in the GLMM the relative importance of the 627 
number of stocking events was less than both accessibility and mean depth. 628 
 629 
Notable omissions from the best five variables included admixture period, the amount of 630 
time between the first stocking event and the collection of genetic samples for admixture 631 
analysis, which ranked second to last in both the BETA and GLMM methods. The total 632 
number of hatchery trout stocked and the mean stocking density also ranked low with 633 









 respectively). Interestingly, both modeling methods assigned the lowest 635 
relative variable importance to the lake surface area although this variable was 636 
historically used to calculate stocking numbers (Kerr 2006).  637 
 638 
MODEL SELECTION 639 
Both modeling methods (BETA and GLMM) resulted in the same best-fit model, an 640 
additive relationship between pH and stocking events with an interactive relationship 641 
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 place models were the same in both 642 
methods, however the orders were reversed (Table 1.4). Beyond these three (not shown) 643 
the BETA method tended to favor simpler models while the GLMM method favored 644 
more complex models with more interactive effects. In all of the top three models each 645 
parameter and interaction was significant with the exception of accessibility (trail length), 646 
which was non-significant in both of the models in which it appears for each modeling 647 





 models of the BETA and GLMM methods respectively was also non-significant, 649 
suggesting that this model possessed no more explanatory power than the best fit model. 650 
 651 
In general, the relationships between each explanatory variable and the degree of 652 
hatchery-wild admixture were fairly weak with the exception of pH, which displayed a 653 
significant negative correlation with admixture (p-value > 0.01 for both BETA and 654 
GLMM methods). Elevation had a positive correlation with admixture as did 655 
accessibility, i.e. lakes with shorter trail distances had higher levels of admixture. Mean 656 
depth was negatively correlated with admixture while the number of stocking events was 657 
positively correlated (Table 1.3). Upon inspection of the graphs (Fig. 1.3) it became 658 
apparent that one data point in the relationship between admixture and mean lake depth, 659 
corresponding to Westward Lake, was highly influential in determining the slope of the 660 
relationship. A supplemental analysis with this point removed resulted in the reversal of 661 
the slope from negative to positive. The effect of the interaction between mean depth and 662 
elevation was to reduce the increase in admixture experienced by high altitude lakes 663 
when mean depth was shallow (increased littoral zone). 664 
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DISCUSSION 665 
Our results suggest that, among Algonquin Park lakes previously stocked with hatchery 666 
brook trout, few environmental and stocking variable were effective at predicting the 667 
genetic outcome of stocking hatchery conspecifics into wild populations of brook trout. 668 
Variables correlated to hatchery-wild hybridization tended to be only weakly so and 669 
possessed little or no statistical significance on their own, with the exception of pH. The 670 
general ineffectiveness of individual variables to predict hatchery wild admixture 671 
suggests that ecological determinants of hatchery-wild admixture are likely combinations 672 
of several factors. For the most part, these factors appear to be associated with lake 673 
productivity and brook trout density, specifically pH, mean depth and elevation (see 674 
below). Certain anthropogenic variables also proved to be important, such as the number 675 
of stocking events and lake accessibility. Other anthropogenically-driven variables, 676 
including the total number of hatchery fish stocked, did not explain the extent of 677 
admixture. 678 
 679 
The low relative importance of the admixture period indicates that populations that were 680 
stocked earlier and therefore have had a greater number of generations exposed to 681 
hybridization and introgression do not necessarily possess higher levels of admixture than 682 
populations which weren’t stocked until later. This suggests that the current admixture 683 
levels are most likely the result of initial determinants of the extent of hybridization 684 





ENVIRONMENTAL CORRELATES OF HATCHERY ADMIXTURE 689 
After examining the relationship between morphological lake parameters (mean depth 690 
and surface area) as well physicochemical parameters (dissolved oxygen, pH, and 691 
temperature) with hatchery-wild admixture in brook trout populations in Quebec, Marie 692 
et al. (2012) proposed a link between the environment and admixture based on 693 
environmental constraints and their effect on the amount of contact between hatchery and 694 
wild fish within a lake. They proposed that in more constrained environments there 695 
would be increased contact between hatchery and wild fish, and therefore increased 696 
mating opportunities. Conversely, our study suggests that the relationship between the 697 
environment and hatchery-wild admixture may be density driven. While information on 698 
the densities of wild and naturalized brook trout within each study lake is not available, 699 
we can hypothesize the effect density has on admixture by looking at the relationship 700 
between particular environmental variables and brook trout density. 701 
 702 
First, pH has been shown to be positively correlated to brook trout density in several 703 
instances (Codbout and Peters 1988, Kwak and Waters 1997, Nislow and Lowe 2003), a 704 
relationship which likely results from the effect that pH has on macroinvertebrate 705 
densities (Kreuger and Waters 1983) or on reproductive success (Warren et al. 2005). 706 
Second, elevation has also been linked to lake productivity in ways that can extend up the 707 
food web (Karlsson et al. 2005). For instance, in a neural net model of the relationship 708 
between brown trout densities and environmental parameters Lek et al. (1996) found that 709 
trout densities initially increased with increasing elevation, but beyond an elevation of 710 
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900 m a.s.l. this relationship became strongly negative. It is possible then that for brook 711 
trout a similar relationship exists but that this critical elevation is lower than for brown 712 
trout. The range in elevation of our study lakes (352 – 473 m a.s.l.) may include or 713 
exceed the critical elevation, thereby resulting in a negative correlation between elevation 714 
and brook trout densities. Third, a positive relationship between mean depth and brook 715 
trout densities could result from the correlation between mean depth and the amount of 716 
littoral area in a lake. Brook trout flourish in lakes with larger littoral zones, covering 30- 717 
80% of their total area (Kerr 2000). As mean depth increases, the area of littoral zone 718 
decreases and the environment becomes less suitable for brook trout (Cote et al. 2011). 719 
The positive correlation of pH and the negative correlations of mean depth and elevation 720 
to brook trout densities found in the literature mentioned, as well as their similar 721 
correlations to hatchery wild admixture suggest that the density of brook trout has a 722 
negative correlation with the extent of hatchery hybridization in the wild. A similar 723 
correlation has been observed and commented on regarding hybridized populations of 724 
brown trout in Europe (Hansen et al. 2009) 725 
 726 
ANTHROPOGENIC CORRELATES OF HATCHERY ADMIXTURE 727 
One of the two anthropogenic variables that proved to be important was lake accessibility 728 
measured as the trail length to reach the lake, which is negatively correlated to angling 729 
intensity (Kaufman et al. 2009) and which was found to be negatively correlated to 730 
admixture in this study, suggesting a positive correlation between angling intensity and 731 
admixture. Although this contradicts some previous findings in which fishing was 732 
negatively correlated with hatchery admixture (Garcia-Marin et al. 1998), potentially due 733 
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to fishers being more efficient at catching hatchery fish than wild fish (Mezzera and 734 
Largiader 2001, Champigneulle and Cachera 2003), it does supports the hypothesis of 735 
negative, density dependent admixture. Such a hypothesis has already been suggested by 736 
Evans and Willox (1991) who, through modeling, has shown that fishing preferentially 737 
removes large, highly fecund wild and hatchery fish, however, while wild fish have only 738 
one source of replacement, natural recruitment, hatchery fish are potentially replaced by 739 
both natural recruitment and further stocking events. 740 
 741 
The importance of the positive correlation between the number of stocking events and 742 
hatchery-wild admixture supports the idea of a migration-selection balance (Haldane 743 
1930) whereby the balance between migration of hatchery genes into a populations and 744 
the selection against those genes can be overcome by increasing the number of hatchery 745 
introductions over multiple generations. This has been suggested as an explanation for 746 
differential admixture levels among two hybridized populations of brown trout in 747 
Denmark (Hansen 2002). Given enough time, unless selection against hatchery genes is 748 
extremely strong, continual pulses of immigrants will increase the proportion of relatively 749 
benign hatchery genes in a wild population and complete admixture may occur. Our data 750 
suggest that this potentially continuous, ‘low-level pulsing’ of genes into a population has 751 
a greater effect on hatchery-wild admixture than the total number of fish stocked or the 752 
density at which fish are stocked. 753 
 754 
An alternative, but not mutually exclusive explanation for the relationship between 755 
stocking frequency and admixture is the positive correlation between fishing pressure and 756 
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stocking effort often observed among many sport fish species (Loomis and Fix 1998, Post 757 
et al. 2008) as well as in this study (data not shown, R
2
 = 0.25, p < 0.05). Lakes that 758 
experience more frequent stocking events are more often frequented by anglers (Post et 759 
al. 2008), and conversely lakes that are more accessible to anglers, and therefore more 760 
frequented by anglers (Hunt and Lester 2009), receive more attention from hatchery 761 
authorities. This makes it difficult to differentiate between the effects of angling and 762 
stocking frequency on hatchery admixture, however it is highly likely as suggested by 763 
Evans and Willox (1991) that these two elements likely work synergistically to increase 764 
hatchery-wild admixture. 765 
 766 
DENSITY DEPENDENCE 767 
The postulated relationship between hatchery admixture and brook trout density might be 768 
the result of several negative density dependent factors affecting the fitness of hatchery 769 
and domesticated strains. A limited number of spawning sites is one possible explanation. 770 
Density-dependent reproductive success, whereby hatchery fish experience greater 771 
reproductive success at lower densities, has been observed in Pacific salmon, where 772 
hatchery fish are regularly outcompeted by wild fish at higher densities (Fleming and 773 
Gross 1993). If a similar situation exists among the brook trout populations of Algonquin 774 
Park, as suggested by Blanchfield and Ridgway (2005), then we would expect hatchery 775 
fish to experience reduced reproductive success at higher densities and therefore reduced 776 
hatchery-wild admixture in environments with greater intraspecific competition. A 777 
second possible explanation is density-dependent mortality. Hatchery rainbow trout have 778 
been shown to take greater risks in natural settings than wild fish in order to maintain 779 
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their higher growth rates (Biro et al. 2004). They have also been found to venture further 780 
into riskier, but more productive, habitat at higher densities (Biro et al. 2003). Together, 781 
these two phenomena suggest that in natural settings domesticated hatchery fish with 782 
high growth rates and shorter lifespans, such as the Hills Lake strain (OMNR 1999), 783 
likely experience greater mortality rates than wild trout at high densities. This would 784 
result in reduced survival to maturity and therefore reduce hatchery-wild admixture. 785 
 786 
SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS 787 
More generally, our results suggest that populations found in habitats that typically 788 
support lower densities of brook trout are more at risk of introgressive hybridization and 789 
admixture from conspecifics than those at high densities, and that the frequency of gene 790 
flow and the intensity of angling pressure have a positive effect on admixture. This has 791 
implications for conservation efforts seeking to identify non-introgressed 792 
individuals/populations or to control undesirable anthropogenic hybridization, (e.g. see 793 
refs) as well as for risk assessment analyses of projects that may potentially result in 794 
unintentional hybridization (e.g. Hutchings and Fraser 2008). First, researchers and 795 
conservationists searching for non-introgressed populations or individuals should focus 796 
their efforts on areas where few introductions are likely to have occurred, regardless of 797 
the size of those introductions as the introductions of hatchery genes in such cases may 798 
not have be sufficiently high to overcome selection against those genes (Hansen 2002). 799 
Second, more effort could be given to areas that experienced conspecific hybridization, 800 
but where environmental parameters are likely to have supported a high density of native 801 
individuals at the time of hybridization as larger densities of wild populations reduces the 802 
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relative fitness of domestic conspecifics (Naylor et al. 2005). Third, when attempting to 803 
remove hybrids from a system (if this is deemed to be desirable), one solution may be to 804 
alter the environment or change management strategies so as to increase the density of 805 
both wild and hybridized individuals to the point where density dependent natural 806 
selection can exhibit stronger selection against those individuals lacking local 807 
adaptations. Fourth, the decision to non-discriminately remove individuals from a 808 
population undergoing admixture may need to be considered judiciously, as such removal 809 
may lower overall density and potentially increase the reproductive success of foreign 810 
conspecifics (e.g. see ref). And finally, in situations where unintentional hybridization is 811 
a possibility, the number of accidental introductions should be minimized wherever 812 
possible, and the choice of locations for such activities as aquaculture and farming should 813 
focus on areas where environmental conditions are likely to greatly reduce the 814 
reproductive success of any potential escapees (e.g. Naylor et al. 2005, Hutchings and 815 
Fraser 2008; Thorstad et al. 2008). 816 
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Table 1.1: Information on the 27 lakes (H-R-W represents the combination of Harry, Rence and Welcome Lakes) and the two 
hatchery strains sampled genetically between 2002 and 2009. Sample sizes are the number of adult brook trout genotyped for 
admixture analyses. The hatchery strain, Hills Lake (HL) or Lake Nipigon (LN), represents the strain stocked into each study lake 
based stocking records. Measures of genetic diversity within sampled lakes and hatchery sources are represented by observed (Ho) and 
expected (He) heterozygosities and the mean number of alleles per locus (Na). Populations deviating significantly from Hardy-
Weinberg equilibrium after Bonferroni corrections are marked with asterisks. Admixture levels reported are mean proportions of 
individuals’ genotypes attributed to hatchery origins (either HL, LN, or both) as estimated using the program STRUCTURE (Pritchard 

















Animoosh 1966 1970 2008 14 HL 3.5 0.465 0.435 0.007 (0.009) 
Charles 1954 1994 2007 31 HL 2.714 0.349 0.341 0.009 (0.007) 
Chipmunk 1973 1989 2007 47 HL, LN 4.786 0.531 0.556 0.052 (0.056) 
Coldspring 1961 1961 2007 32 HL 3.357 0.362 0.376 0.008 (0.013) 
Farncomb 1950 1950 2009 20 HL 3.643 0.482 0.467 0.006 (0.009) 
Frank 1958 1981 2002 28 HL 6.714 0.677 0.707 0.660 (0.111) 
Hound 1987 1989 2009 14 HL, LN 3.357 0.695 0.581 0.837 (0.121) 
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H-R-W* 1940 1978 2002 93 HL 8.357 0.678 0.739 0.677 (0.142) 
L.Mykiss 1962 1973 2009 33 HL 6.071 0.698 0.705 0.568 (0.117) 
Major* 1951 2006 2009 21 HL 4.429 0.542 0.547 0.182 (0.208) 
Mykiss 1975 1985 2008 39 HL, LN 6.714 0.598 0.612 0.29 (0.164) 
Philip* 1961 1963 2006 18 HL 3.286 0.36 0.456 0.005 (0.005) 
Redrock* 1954 1970 2009 49 HL 5.857 0.515 0.543 0.035 (0.057) 
Scott 1954 1977 2006 32 HL, LN 5.857 0.635 0.606 0.904 (0.065) 
Shallnot* 1962 1989 2009 70 HL, LN 5.643 0.584 0.63 0.330 (0.17) 
Stringer* 1954 1977 2007 40 HL 5.286 0.671 0.629 0.818 (0.108) 
Westward* 1951 1968 2005 47 HL 3.786 0.389 0.442 0.009 (0.016) 
Dickson* NA NA 2006 61 NA 5.071 0.48 0.515 NA 
Guskewau NA NA 2008 35 NA 4.214 0.404 0.422 NA 
Hogan NA NA 2009 29 NA 3.786 0.394 0.444 NA 
L.Crooked*  NA NA 2009 41 NA 3 0.382 0.413 NA 
L.Dickson NA NA 2009 27 NA 4.214 0.5 0.51 NA 
Lavielle NA NA 2009 29 NA 4.143 0.455 0.455 NA 
Owenee NA NA 2008 31 NA 4.643 0.525 0.512 NA 
Salvelinus* NA NA 2007 29 NA 3.5 0.479 0.468 NA 
Hills* NA NA 2009 80 HL 8.286 0.715 0.737 NA 
Nipigon* NA NA 2006 81 LN 4.143 0.392 0.403 NA 
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Table 1.2: Environmental and anthropogenic variables considered for each of the previously stocked populations of brook trout from 
Algonquin Provincial Park, Ontario, used in this study. Minimums, maximums and means are lake values, taken in early summer. 
Parameter Description Minimum Mean Maximum 
Surface Area (ha) Lake surface area in hectares 9.3 81.27 469.7 
Shoreline Development Index 
A measure of the amount of shoreline compared to lake 
volume 
1.14 1.73 2.89 
Elevation (m) Meters above sea level 352 424 473 
pH Mid-summer pH value 6 6.7 7.5 
Morphoedaphic Index Total dissolved solids (ppm) / Mean depth (m) 0.84 7.25 16.79 
Mean Depth (m) Mean lake depth 2 6.2 20.9 
Species Present (n) Total number of fish species present in lake 2 8.7 19 
Trail Length (km) Shortest trail distance from nearest road 0.06 19.77 49 
Mean Stocking Month Mean month of year brook trout were stocked into lake 3.88 6.28 10 
Total Stocking Events (n) Total number of years in which stocking occurred 1 8.8 36 
Mean Stocking Age (months) Mean age of fish at time of stocking 6 11.7 15.6 
Mean Stocking Density (n/ha) Mean number of fish stocked per hectare 2.75 47.08 148.55 
Total Fish Stocked (n) Total number of fish stocked into lake 1000 20916 137052 
Admixture Period (years) Time between initial stocking event and genetic sampling 22 47.4 62 
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Table 1.3: The explanatory variables examined ranked according to their relative variable importance based on cumulative Akaike 
weights (Σω) from all possible one, two and three parameter additive models as well as the estimate of the slope of the correlation and 
the standard error for each parameter against hatchery admixture. Models were created using both beta regressions on lake mean 
admixture values and generalized linear models on individual admixture values. The method of estimation used for the relative 
variable importance was that of Burnham and Anderson (2002) with a maximum model size of three parameters. 
  BETA GLMM 
Rank Parameter Σω Slope SE Parameter Σω Slope SE 
1 pH 0.516 -2.02E+00 6.40E-01 pH 0.729 -3.24E+00 8.25E-01 
2 Elevation 0.343 2.03E-02 8.20E-03 Elevation 0.326 3.45E-02 1.21E-02 
3 StEvents 0.293 4.11E-02 3.51E-01 Access 0.308 -7.32E-02 2.53E-02 
4 Access 0.292 -3.92E-02 1.72E-02 MDepth 0.304 -8.86E-02 1.20E-01 
5 MDepth 0.282 -3.06E-02 6.89E-01 StEvents 0.262 5.22E-02 5.89E-02 
6 StAge 0.205 1.16E-01 1.22E-01 StMonth 0.144 -4.46E-01 2.88E-01 
7 StMonth 0.113 -2.14E-01 1.74E-01 SDI 0.122 6.27E-02 1.14E+00 
8 SDI 0.097 -2.35E-02 6.53E-01 SPresent 0.101 -1.67E-01 9.92E-02 
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9 SPresent 0.091 -7.37E-02 6.05E-02 StAge 0.090 -6.19E-02 1.40E-01 
10 MEI 0.089 3.69E-02 7.07E-02 StDensity 0.089 1.40E-02 1.39E-02 
11 StDensity 0.089 9.19E-03 8.26E+03 MEI 0.084 6.31E-02 1.21E-01 
12 StTotal 0.080 8.18E-07 8.77E-06 StTotal 0.082 -4.71E-06 1.52E-05 
13 AdmixPeriod 0.079 -1.91E-02 2.90E-02 AdmixPeriod 0.078 -3.49E-02 4.94E-02 
14 SArea 0.073 6.51E-04 2.39E-03 SArea 0.070 -9.53E-04 4.19E-03 
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Table 1.4: The three best-fit models from an exhaustive set of all possible additive and interactive models containing various 
combinations of five explanatory variables found to be important in modeling the amount of hatchery-wild admixture in populations 
of brook trout. Models were constructed using two parallel methods; beta regression and generalized linear mixed models with beta 
error distributions.  
Model Log Likelihood K AIC ∆AIC 
BETA method     
pH+Elevation*Mdepth+StEvents 22.55 5 -25.65 0 
pH*StEvents+Elevation*Mdepth 23.84 6 -23.29 2.35 
pH+Access+Elevation*Mdepth+StEvents 23.29 6 -22.18 3.47 
GLMM method     
pH+Elevation*Mdepth+StEvents 934.99 5 -1854 0 
pH+Access+Elevation*Mdepth+StEvents 935.39 6 -1852.8 1.20 










Figure 1.1: Algonquin Provincial Park in Ontario, Canada, with the locations of the 27 
study lakes. Asterisks indicate previously stocked populations. The following are 
abbreviations of the lakes sampled: ANI Animoosh, CHR Charles, CHIP Chipmunk, 
CDS Coldspring, DIK Dickson, FARN Farncomb, FRK Frank, GUSK Guskewau, HRY 
Harry, HOG Hogan, HND Hound, LAV Lavieille, LCRO Little Crooked, LDIK Little 
Dickson, LMYK Little Mykiss, MJR Major, MYK Mykiss, OWE Owenee, PHP Philip, 
RED Redrock, REN Rence, SAL Salvelinus, SCOT Scott, SHAL Shallnot, STRK 




Figure 1.2: Relationships 
between admixture values for 17 
lakes in Algonquin Provincial 
Park, Ontario, Canada previously 
stocked with the Hills Lake or 
Lake Nipigon strains of hatchery 
brook trout and measures of 
genetic diversity including; A) 
the mean number of alleles per 
locus measured over 14 
microsatellite loci, B) the 
observed heterozygosities, and C) 















Figure 1.3: Relationships according to beta regression models between mean hatchery 
admixture levels and the best five ecological variables according to their relative 
importance based on cumulative AICc values. 
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CHAPTER 2: 
LONG-TERM EFFECTS OF VARIABLE CONSPECIFIC ADMIXTURE ON FITNESS 
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The negative fitness associated with outbreeding depression that occurs when hatchery or 
domestic fish from aquaculture facilities hybridize with wild fish may have serious 
consequences on the wild population’s biological and conservational outlook. Current 
conservation practices typically exclude anthropogenically-hybridized populations from 
protection on the basis that the genetic effects of hybridization on their fitness and long-
term viability are irreversible; theory predicts otherwise. Through the use of matched 
plantings of wild, admixed and hatchery fish into new environments this study addressed 
the issue of whether the reduction in fitness typically exhibited by hybridized populations 
persists in the long-term or if natural selection returns affected populations to a state 
where fitness and adaptability are equal to pre-hybridization levels. Results indicate that 
survival and adaptability of hybridized populations are not significantly reduced. In fact, 
the highest survival among the five populations tested belonged to a previously stocked 
population that had resisted admixture. By far the lowest survival was that of the hatchery 
strain. Significant differences in phenotypic characters did exist among populations, 
however there was no evidence that admixed strains differed from wild populations in 
their amount of phenotypic plasticity. The results of this study have implications for the 
use of remnant wild populations that have resisted admixture as potential sources for 
brood stocks in genetic remediation programs as well as highlighting the potential value 
of admixed populations.  
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Introduction: 
Human activities are increasing the incidence of intraspecific hybridization around the 
globe (Allendorf et al. 2001). Although the outcome of such hybridization events are 
somewhat unpredictable and can range from decreasing a population’s fitness due to 
outbreeding depression (Edmands 1999) to increasing genetic diversity in small inbred 
populations, thereby increasing the population’s fitness (Westemeier et al. 1998), what is 
certain is that when such events are unintentional, they are generally seen as a problem 
(Rhymer and Simberloff 1996). Much of the attention given to this issue has focused on 
the immediate effects, or concerns about possible long-term effects based on what 
population genetic changes could signify. The long-term fitness effects remain largely 
untested (but see Johnson et al. 2010) and not in natural environments. As a result, 
regulatory decisions are currently being made regarding hybridized populations based on 
the assumption that the initial effects of hybridization on fitness persists into the future, 
as the long-term genetic effects of hybridization do (COSEWIC 2010). Theory, however, 
predicts this may not be the case (Tallmon et al. 2004). With growing rates of conspecific 
hybridization worldwide, more scientific knowledge is needed to assess the conservation 
value of already hybridized populations, and decide how to best manage them in the 
context of biodiversity conservation (Allendorf et al. 2001), native species restoration 
(Hansen and Mensberg 2009), invasive species biology (Fraser et al. 2010a), and 
fisheries/wildlife management (Araki et al. 2007). 
 
Hybridization has been a common problem within many species of exploited fish of high 
economic, recreational and cultural value (Allendorf et al. 2001, Hansen et al. 2009). 
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Salmonid fishes are a widespread family of fishes whose ranges encompass much of the 
northern hemisphere. They are further subdivided into many discrete species of high 
economic and social importance consisting of multiple populations, many of which 
display adaptations to their local environments, making them vulnerable to habitat 
alterations (Taylor 1991). The high socio-economic importance of salmonid fishes has 
led to the widespread stocking of hatchery-reared conspecifics into wild populations to 
compensate for population declines resulting from habitat alteration or fishing pressure 
(Aprahamian 2003, Hansen et al. 2009, Fraser et al. 2008). This stocking has resulted in 
the widespread hybridization of wild populations with hatchery fish. 
 
In situations where populations possess local adaptations stocking of local (created from 
local populations) and even more so with non-local (originating from an external 
population source) hatchery strains that have experienced intentional or unintentional 
selection in the hatchery environment, generally results in the hatchery and hybrid 
individuals displaying reduced fitness (Araki et al. 2007, Hansen et al. 2009, Fraser et al. 
2008). This may result from a lack of local adaptations to the receiving environment 
(Allendorf et al. 2001, Hansen et al. 2009) or the deleterious effects of partial genetic 
incompatibilities between the genetically distinct parental sources (Edmands 2007). In 
either case the effects are usually immediate and the duration variable (Edmands 1999). 
 
How long these maladaptations persist is often unknown owing to a number of non-
mutually exclusive outcomes. If hybrid fitness depends on the environment (the 
disruption of local adaptations), then natural selection should revert any maladaptive 
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phenotypes back to the environmental phenotypic optimum (Edmands 2007) given 
enough time and provided the immigration rate of hatchery fish ceases or does not 
become too high (Hansen et al. 2009). However, if hybrid fitness depends on interactions 
between parental gene combinations rather than on the environment (intrinsically 
coadapted gene complexes), such a reversion back to the phenotypic optimum might be 
more difficult over the long-term (Johnson et al 2010, Allendorf et al. 2004). In fact, it 
might not happen at all if wild populations are quite small and have been for some time 
(limited genetic diversity) as new gene combinations resulting from hybrid genotypes 
may have fitness equal or superior to wild populations resulting in a new phenotypic 
optimum (Rieseberg et al. 1999, Ellstrand and Schierenbeck 2006, Araki et al. 2007). 
 
Traditionally, the fitness reductions observed in the first few generations of hatchery-wild 
hybridization have been thought to be long-term, resulting from the loss of local 
adaptations and a decreased probability of population persistence due to the introgression 
of maladapted hatchery genes (Allendorf et al. 2001, Allendorf et al. 2004, Araki et al. 
2007, Hansen et al. 2009, Hansen and Mensberg 2009). The loss of such long-term local 
adaptations in wild populations might be difficult to detect if they only affect fitness 
during periodic episodes of extreme environmental conditions (e.g. every few decades), 
such as intense winters, floods, or drought (Allendorf et al. 2004). As a result, numerous 
resources are routinely invested into genetic restoration projects to restore wild 
populations where hatchery-wild mixing has occurred should such extreme conditions 
occur (Allendorf et al. 2004, Hansen et al. 2009, Hansen and Mensberg 2009). 
Nevertheless, in some cases, stocking has ceased for multiple generations and despite 
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considerable levels of hatchery-wild admixture, the hybridized populations persist at 
what are considered normal densities (Hansen and Mensberg 2009). 
 
That densities of previously stocked populations do not decrease gradually, eventually 
resulting in the loss of the population may be seen as evidence that selection against 
maladapted gene combinations following hybridization is capable of returning a 
population’s fitness to levels capable of supporting ‘normal’ densities. This is rarely 
tested however as to do so requires making direct comparisons of the fitness of wild 
populations to that of hybridized populations once natural selection has acted for multiple 
generations. The inherent difficulties in doing this type of experiment include avoiding 
further hybridization of wild populations, the need for multiple hybridized populations 
that have experienced selection over sufficient generations and multiple closely related 
wild populations. To compare fitness directly both hybridized and wild populations must 
be placed into common environments to which neither has an inherent advantage (no 
home team). A new environment is therefore needed and as a result testing for local 
adaptation is difficult. More often what is tested is each population’s ability to adapt to an 
environmental change. For these reasons, among others, such experiments are not often 
performed, despite the considerable benefit such information might offer with respect to 
improving frameworks for setting conservation priorities and sound management 
practices dealing with the growing numbers of hybridized populations. 
 
I will attempt to address this question using the brook trout of Algonquin Provincial Park 
as a model species. Populations within the park have a long and well-documented 
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stocking history, which has resulted in many hybridized populations with varying levels 
of admixture (Harbicht unpublished, AlShamlih personal communication). Stocking 
ceased within the park for all naturally self-sustaining brook trout populations in 1989 
with very few exceptions (but see Charles Lake below), so populations within the park 
now represent admixed populations exposed to natural and artificial (angling) selection  
for at least 7 generations (Liskauskas and Ferguson 1991). Many populations within the 
park were also omitted from stocking and represent closely related and genetically ‘wild’ 
populations against which the fitness of hybridized populations may be compared. 
 
By performing matched plantings of hybridized populations with varying levels of 
hatchery admixture, as well as hatchery and wild populations into three new 
environments we will attempt to answer the following questions: does natural selection 
restore a hybridized population’s capacity to adapt to environmental change to levels 
comparable to that of a wild population, and does the introduction of new genes to a 
population through introgression increase a hybrid population’s adaptive potential, 
providing it with greater phenotypic plasticity? Based on our knowledge that hatchery 
fish generally do more poorly in nature than wild or hybridized fish (Araki et al. 2007) 
and that natural selection filters out maladaptive introduced loci over time (Tallmon et al. 
2004) in some cases quite rapidly (Nagy 1997) we can make the following hypothesis. As 
admixed populations within Algonquin Park have persisted for 7+ generations following 
the cessation of stocking (Liskauskas and Ferguson 1991), natural selection has removed 
maladaptive genes from the gene pool, returning hybridized populations to their original, 
or a novel phenotypic optimum. We therefore predict that admixed populations will 
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exhibit similar abilities to adapt to environmental change compared to wild fish resulting 
in both wild and hybrid populations exhibiting greater survival than hatchery fish in all 
three new environments. An alternative hypothesis is that despite both admixed and wild 
populations being near or at their phenotypic optimum and therefore possessing similar 
fitness levels in their respective environments, hybridized populations will exhibit greater 
fitness in a new environment as a result of greater genetic diversity and adaptive potential 
(Burke and Arnold 2001). In this case we predict that admixed populations will exhibit 
greater survival in the new environments as well as greater variation among phenotypic 
traits within each environment as well differing reaction norms across environments 
compared to a wild population. A final hypothesis is that while hybrid populations may 
have persisted within the park, selection upon maladaptive gene complexes is weak and 
fitness has not returned to pre-stocking levels despite selection over 7+ generations. In 
which case we predict admixed populations will possess intermediate survival compared 




In total, five populations were used in this study (Table 2.1). Two were admixed 
populations, Shallnot Lake and Welcome Lake (hereafter referred to as Shallnot and 
Welcome) known to have moderate (~30%) and high (~70%) admixture levels 
respectively (Harbicht et al. unpublished data), as well as one previously stocked lake, 
Charles Lake (hereafter referred to as Charles), shown to have completely resisted 
hatchery admixture despite being one of several populations within the park to have 
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received hatchery fish post 1989 (1500 hatchery fish in 1994). This population will be 
considered wild for the purposes of this study. The two other populations included in this 
study comprise both ends of the admixture spectrum, the fourth population, Dickson Lake 
(hereafter referred to as Dickson) has never been stocked with hatchery or any other 
strain of fish while the fifth population, the Hills Lake hatchery strain (hereafter referred 
to as Hatchery) from the Codrington research hatchery in Ontario, Canada, is the 
hatchery strain predominantly used within Algonquin Park and much of southern Ontario. 
 
GAMETE COLLECTION 
Male and female gametes were collected and combined in the field during October 2010. 
A minimum of 12 full-sibling families were created from each population (Table 2.1). 
Exceptions were the result of insufficient females being available at the time gametes 
were collected. In such cases two half-sibling families were created from a single female. 
Fertilized eggs were then incubated at the Codrington research hatchery 500 km south of 
Algonquin Park. All families were kept separate from one another while experiencing 
identical conditions (water source, feeding schedule, temperatures). Following the 
absorption of the yolk sacs families were combined according to the population of origin 
and densities among populations were equalized. 
 
STOCKING 
Two weeks prior to stocking, all five populations were combined in equal proportions 
into three different holding tanks corresponding to the three study lakes north of Lake 
Huron: Penikett Lake, Woodside Lake, and Roy Berry Lake (hereafter referred to as 
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Penikett, Woodside and Roy Berry respectively). Stocking densities were high and 
constant among lakes based on a stocking ratio of 1000 fry/ha. Both Penikett and 
Woodside contained minnow species (Notropis sp.), and all three lakes were otherwise 
fishless. Stocking was done by helicopter in mid May 2011 and the brook trout were then 
left to acclimate and grow throughout the spring, summer and fall seasons (5 months). 
 
SAMPLING 
The three study lakes were revisited in mid October 2011 and fish were sampled using 
short gill net sets (15 min to 7 hrs, soak time increased towards the end of the study to 
increase catches) with two 182.8 cm x 27.4 m gill nets consisting of three equally sized 
panels of 1.27 cm, 1.9 cm, and 2.54 cm stretched monofilament mesh. Captured fish were 
placed into a recovery pail and left for 15 minutes prior to being anesthetized with 
MS222. Anesthetized fish were then weighed, measured and photographed using a 
mounted overhead Nikon D40 DSLR camera. The adipose fin of each fish was then 
clipped and stored in separately in 95% ethanol. Adipose fin clips were used to identify 
previously captured fish in a mark-recapture experiment.  
 
GENOTYPING 
DNA was extracted from the adipose fin clips using a modified phenol–chloroform 
protocol. Extracted DNA was then washed using 95% ethanol and resuspended in 30 µ L 
of TE buffer. Fourteen polymorphic microsatellite loci in total were amplified (Sfo18, 
Sfo23, Sfo12: Angers et al. 1995; SfoC24, SfoD28, SfoC38, SfoD75, SfoC88, SfoC100, 
SfoC113, SfoC86, SfoC115, SfoC129, and SfoB52: T. King and M. Burnham- Curtis, 
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U.S. Geological Survey, unpublished data) using four separate multiplex PCR reactions. 
Each 10 µL PCR reaction contained 6 ng of genomic DNA, 2x PCR buffer (Promega 
Flexi Go Taq), 0.2 mM dNTP (Bioshop), 1X BSA (Bioshop), 1.5 mM MgCl (Promega 
Flexi Go Taq), between 0.03 and 0.3 µM of both forward and reverse primers depending 
on the locus (Operon and ABI), 0.025 units of Taq polymerase (Promega Flexi Go Taq) 
and double distilled H2O. All multiplex reactions used thermal cycling conditions of an 
initial denaturation at 94 °C for 5 min, followed by 36 cycles of 94 °C for 1 min, 58 °C or 
60.0 ºC (multiplex specific) for 1 min and 72 °C for 1.5 min, followed by a final 
extension step at 60 °C for 45 min. Amplified PCR product was visualized using 
capillary electrophoresis on an ABI 3730 automated sequencer (Life Technologies Inc., 




To measure the extent of phenotypic variation, photos of each fish were uploaded into the 
program TPSDIG2 (Rohlf 2006). Seventeen landmarks were then collected (Figure 2.1) 
from each photo to be analysed in TPSRELW (Rohlf 2006). A consensus body shape 
(generalized orthogonal least-squares Procrustes mean) was first constructed using the 
mean landmark positions corrected for angle, scale and centroid size. The program then 
aligned each sample to the consensus using thin-plate spline analyses (Bookstein 1989). 
From this, a partial warp analysis (Bookstein 1991) was performed and two-dimensional 
relative warp values were returned, which represent the direction and magnitude of 
deviations from the consensus form. A single consensus shape and partial warp analysis 
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was performed using photos of fish from all 3 study lakes combined into a single dataset. 
Fish that deviated from the standard salmonid form due to damage suffered in the gill 
nets were omitted from this analysis. 
 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
To estimate abundances within each study lake, the Schnabel method was employed 
using the Chapman modification (Chapman 1954) as implemented through the FSA 
package within R. A Poisson distribution was used to construct confidence limits as the 
total number of recaptured fish never exceeded 50 for any of the lakes throughout the 
sampling period (Krebs 1999). 
 
To assess survival among cross types we first assigned each individual back to its 
respective parental pair, and therefore its population, by exclusion using the program 
PROBMAX (Danzmann 1997). Given the assumption that all populations had equal 
catchability in the size range of gill nets employed and as equal fishing pressure was 
applied to all three study lakes the relative number or fish from each population present 
in each study lake was estimated from the number of fish from each population captured 
in each netting event. A generalized linear model (GLM) with a negative binomial error 
distribution for overdispersed count data was then used to determine whether population 
or study lake affected the number of fish caught in each netting. 
 
The extent of phenotypic plasticity was estimated in two ways. First, the morphometric 
traits: relative warp 1 (RW1), relative warp 3 (RW3), and relative warp 4 (RW4), which 
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accounted for 28.5, 9.7, and 7.7% of the total variation respectively, as well as the 
centroid size (the cumulative radial distances from a central position to each landmark) 
were modeled with the study lake and the source population as explanatory variables. 
Centroid size was also included when testing relative warp values to account for effects 
of allometric growth. By employing Akaike information criterion (AIC) values to select 
the best fit model it is possible to test for differences in reaction norms by testing for 
evidence of interactive effects between study lake and source population. The second 
measure of phenotypic plasticity was a comparison of variances for morphometric 
variables among populations within each study lake. A significant reduction in 
phenotypic variance by one population would suggest that said population lacked the 
plasticity to shift their phenotypic range towards the optimum of the new environment. In 
which case only individuals with genotypes (phenotypes) nearest the new optimum 
persist in the new environment.  
 
Centroid size was used in place of length and mass as there was a highly significant linear 
relationship with length (R
2
 = 0.99, p << 0.01) and consequently an exponential 
relationship with mass (R
2
 = 0.97, p << 0.01). Higher values for RW1, RW3 and RW4 
corresponded roughly to increased body depth, shortened stockier bodies, and lengthened 
caudal flexures respectively. The second relative warp (RW2), which accounted for 
14.6% of the total variation, corresponded to the extent of bending of the spine and was 
only predominant among fish that were photographed post mortem and was likely the 







POPULATION DENSITIES AND SURVIVAL 
The population estimates for Penikett, Woodside and Roy Berry (543, 505, 455 
respectively) did not differ significantly from one another as the 95% confidence 
intervals were highly overlapping (Figure 2.2). All three lakes experienced similarly high 
mortalities during the study period ranging from 83% in Roy Berry to 94% in Woodside. 
The best-fit model for explaining variation in catches was an interaction between 
populations and study lake (Table 2.2). This interaction resulted in Charles (the 
previously stocked population that resisted hybridization with hatchery fish) being caught 
twice as often as the next most frequently caught population in two of the three lakes 
(54% of the catch in Penikett and 66% of the catch in Woodside) while in Roy Berry 
catches of Charles only differed significantly from Hatchery (p < 0.01), which made up 
the smallest portion of the catch in each of the three study lakes (Figure 2.3). The two 
admixed populations (Shallnot and Welcome) showed no significant difference from the 
non-stocked wild strain (Dickson) in any of the three study lakes although Shallnot 
consistently made up a greater proportion of the catches compared to Dickson and 
Welcome in all three study lakes while Welcome catches were roughly half those of 





The variation in centroid sizes was best explained by an additive model including study 
lake and population (Table 2.3, Figure 2.4). Among the relative warps however, both 
RW1 and RW3 were best described by an interaction between study lake and population 
along with centroid size (Table 2.3, Figure 2.5) although in both cases, the simpler 
additive model of study lake, population, and centroid size was within two ∆ AIC units 
an so there is little support for the interaction between study lake and population 
(Burnham and Anderson 2002). RW4 was best explained by an additive model of study 
lake, population, and centroid size. 
 
Among the study lakes, all populations experienced an increase in growth (measured by 
the centroid size) of nearly 30% in Roy Berry compared to both Penikett and Woodside, 
which did not differ greatly. Among the populations, the admixed population Shallnot 
displayed significantly higher growth in the three study lakes (all p < 0.05), surpassed 
only by Hatchery, and only in two of the three lakes (Figure 2.4). The wild, non-stocked 
population Dickson displayed consistently reduced growth. Relative Warp 1, which 
corresponded to deeper body shapes at higher values, displayed a large range of values 
heavily influenced by the environment and ranging from generally shallow bodied fish in 
Penikett to deep bodied fish in Roy Berry (Figure 2.5). Woodside had intermediate 
values. The trend among populations was for admixed populations to possess deeper 
bodies than wild populations in all three environments. Hatchery displayed an interactive 
relationship with environment, whereby Hatchery were more deep bodied in Penikett 
relative to other populations and inversely more shallow bodied in Woodside compared 
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to the other populations. Relative Warp 3, which corresponded to shorter, stockier bodies 
at higher values showed little difference among populations or study lakes with the 
exception of Hatchery which displayed a greater range than any other population (from 
0.007 to 0.02) and which at its lowest point was still three times greater than the next 
highest point (Shallnot in Penikett) corresponding to generally thicker fish from 
Hatchery. There were no other consistent trends among populations over the three study 
lakes. For Relative Warp 4 Dickson had the highest values in all three study lakes which 
corresponded to a longer caudal flexures while Hatchery had by far the lowest values in 
each environment. Charles and Shallnot displayed similar values of RW4 across 
environments while the heavily admixed Welcome had values more similar to the wild 
Dickson population in two of the three study lakes. 
 
Plasticity in phenotypic expression within each study lake varied significantly among 
populations in only one of 12  tests, corresponding to centroid size in Roy Berry (Fligner-
Killeen test, X
2
 = 10.9, d.f. = 4, p = 0.02). Shallnot displayed the greatest variance for 
centroid size in Roy Berry, with more than twice as much variation in centroid size than 
both Charles and Welcome while Dickson and Hatchery both had intermediate levels of 
variance nearly double that of Charles and Welcome. Repeated F-tests where used to 
determine which variance differed significantly within Roy Berry, however after 
Bonferroni corrections to the alpha value (k = 10, α = 0.005), non of the observed 





The principle goal of this study was to determine whether hybridization between hatchery 
and wild populations of brook trout has had the long-term effect of reducing admixed 
populations’ fitness compared to wild populations in a natural environment. The results 
of this study support the hypothesis that natural selection, over multiple generations, can 
be successful in removing maladaptive genes from hybridized population, restoring their 
survival and adaptability to new environments to levels comparable to similar, non-
stocked populations. Consequently, and contrary to what has been theorized (Arnold 
1992, Tallmon 2004) and observed experimentally (Swindell and Bouzat 2006, Lucek et 
al. 2010), there was no strong indication that the adaptability, measured as phenotypic 
plasticity following environmental change, is affected in admixed populations either 
positively or negatively. 
 
SURVIVAL OF ADMIXED POPULATIONS 
Survival in a new environment, the measure of fitness employed by this study, was by far 
greatest for a previously stocked population, Charles, which experienced only negligible 
introgression following past stocking efforts and which is considered to be essentially a 
wild population. Both the heavily (Welcome, ~ 70%) and the moderately (Shallnot, 
~30%) admixed population did not differ significantly in survival from the non-stocked 
wild population (Dickson). This result contradicts the third hypothesis outlined in the 
introduction, that maladaptive traits persist in admixed populations, resulting in reduced 
fitness over prolonged periods, as has been observed in some situations following 
intraspecific hybridization (Johnson et al. 2010). That the hatchery source experienced 
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reduced survival in all three environments compared to both wild and admixed 
populations supports the idea that the admixed populations have reverted to more closely 
resemble their wild ancestors rather than their hatchery ancestors. This appears to be true 
even for Welcome, who more closely resembles their hatchery ancestors.  
 
A possible explanation for the survival levels of admixed populations more closely 
resembling wild than hatchery sources is that the ability of brook trout to adapt to 
environmental change is not negatively affected by hybridization with a hatchery strain as 
it is in other salmonid species (Allendorf et al. 2001, Araki et al 2007, Hansen and 
Mensberg 2009). This is unlikely however as previous work done on the yields from 
matched plantings of pure wild, hatchery and F1 brook trout in Algonquin Park found that 
hybrid yields were intermediate, falling in between those of wild populations (albeit 
originating from outside the park) who produced the highest yields and hatchery fish who 
produced the lowest returns (Fraser 1981). If admixture indeed had no effect on fitness 
and adaptability of brook trout we would have expected the F1 to fare as well as the wild 
populations. A more likely explanation is that proposed as the primary prediction of this 
study: that natural selection is capable of removing low-fitness gene combinations from 
hybridized brook trout populations, restoring them to fitness levels similar to pre-stocking 
conditions. This hypothesis is supported by the general lack of elevated phenotypic 
variance among admixed populations, suggesting that hybridized populations have been 
exposed to sufficient directional/stabilizing selection to remove less fit 




The equality in phenotypic variances among populations mentioned above goes on to 
further contradict the hypothesis that admixed populations possess greater long-term 
adaptability expressed as greater survival and increased phenotypic diversity. This lack of 
differences among variances and the lack of strong evidence for differences among 
reaction norm slopes across environments supports the idea that directional selection 
towards an environmental optimal has occurred. Perhaps the strongest support for this 
idea is that, upon review of the phenotypic parameters (figures 2.4 and 2.5), it is apparent 
that the admixed populations most closely resemble the two wild populations rather than 
the hatchery strain. 
 
POTENTIAL CAVEATS 
While it seems likely that natural selection has returned admixed populations to their 
local phenotypic and genotypic environmental optimum, several caveats must be 
mentioned. First, the original pre-stocking conditions of the study populations are 
unknown. We must therefore make conclusion based on comparisons to similar wild 
populations. The difference observed between survival among the two wild populations 
(Charles and Dickson) demonstrates that there are potentially inherent differences among 
populations within Algonquin Park, and while the two admixed populations displayed 
adaptability and fitness levels similar to that of the non-stocked wild population 
(Dickson), their original state may have been more like that of Charles, which had 
significantly higher survival in two of the three study lakes. In which case the current 
levels represent a significant reduction in adaptability and fitness as a result of admixture, 
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however this may not be cause for concern as the hybridized populations still fall within 
the range of wild populations in terms of survival in a new environment as demonstrated 
by their similarity to the non-stocked Dickson Lake population. A second caveat is that 
while our study did monitor survival over a period of the brook trout life cycle known to 
experience high mortality and heavily influence future population persistence (Jensen 
1971), it did not encompass lifetime reproductive success, the gold standard for this type 
of study (Tallmon 2004). It is therefore possible that while our results suggest that 
admixture does not significantly reduce survival of juveniles, measuring lifetime 
reproductive success may still find differences in population fitness resulting from 
hybridization. Our results do still look promising for hybridized populations though as 
comparative survival through the first summer may well suggest comparative survival to 
a reproductive age for both wild and hybridized. A third caveat is that although we 
stocked each cross type into study lakes roughly 800 km from their sources and while 
mortality rates were sufficiently high to produce detectable and significant differences 
among populations it is still possible that other more cryptic fitness consequences of 
hybridization may expose themselves in the presence of more extreme environmental 
changes such as has been proposed by Allendorf et al. (2004). We can however say that 
within the scope of this study admixed and wild populations displayed no significant 
differences in fitness as a result of being transplanted into three new environments in 
which hatchery fish faired poorly. A final caveat to this study is that while the hatchery 
strain used in this study was the same strain as that which had been stocked previously 
into the study populations, in some cases as many as 35 years have passed since stocking 
ceased (Harbicht et al. unpublished data). It is therefore possible that the modern hatchery 
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fish no longer resemble their progenitors in terms of phenotype, adaptability or survival 
in new environments as a result of continued domestication in the hatchery environment. 
While salmonids are known to experience rapid evolution as a result of the hatchery 
environment (Araki et al. 2007), the Hills Lake strain of brook trout used by Ontario 
hatchery managers has been in the hatchery system as a brood stock with a high effective 
population size as far back as the 1930s (Dannzman et al. 1995). This long period of 
domestication in the relatively constant hatchery environment would have resulted in 
strong selection initially towards domestic phenotypes with the strength of that selection 
weakening over time as the brood stock approached an optimum. This weaker selection 
later on combined with the large effective population size of the brood stock means that 
contemporary fish probably resemble hatchery fish at the time stocking ceased in terms 
of phenotype and fitness in new environments. 
 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
Future investigations into this topic should attempt to address some of the issues 
mentioned above. While some (like the general lack of knowledge about the admixed 
populations’ fitness, pre-admixture) may be difficult to address, especially in a natural 
setting with species that possess longer generational times, others, such as the extreme 
environments issue, could be experimentally controlled by preferentially choosing study 
environments which test the limits of survival for a particular species. Addressing these 
questions could potentially explain in what situations the negative effects of hybridization 
will persist over time, and in what situations they will not. Already we have shown that 
populations of brook trout with moderate to high levels of hatchery admixture are capable 
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of returning to fitness levels equal to non-stocked populations after as few as 7 
generations. Results such as these add to the considerations of policy makers and will 
hopefully assist in classifying the protection status or management practices regarding 
populations known to be admixed with hatchery strains. This knowledge also provides 
hope for wild populations of high ecological and economical values that are currently 
displaying the negative effects of hybridization with domesticated conspecifics. Our 
results suggest that if the incoming flow of foreign genes can be stemmed, then there is a 
considerable chance these populations may recover, and possibly in less time than 
previously thought. 
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Table 2.1: Environmental characteristics of source population habitat and experimental lakes used in a matched planting experiment 
as well as information on the hatchery admixture proportion of each source population based on estimates from STRUCTURE 
(Pritchard et al. 2000), the number of full and half sibling families used for matched planting and the number of families represented 
among the fish present in the study lake at the end of the experimental period (five months). NA represents non-applicable, as is the 


















Dickson 974.7 16.8 5.6 0.0 12/0 11 
Charles 12.3 3.4 6.4 0.009 15/2 13 
Shallnot 11.4 3 3.7 0.330 8/2 8 
Welcome 469.7 7.53 4.13 0.677 11/2 10 
Hatchery NA NA NA 1.0 16/0 6 
Penikett 3.9 4.0 2.5 NA NA NA 
Roy Berry 2.5 6.4 5.0 NA NA NA 
Woodside 8.7 3.3 5.5 NA NA NA 
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Table 2.2: Results of model selection using AIC values on the number of each of five populations of brook trout caught per net set in 
three study lakes north of Lake Huron, Ontario, Canada. Net sets varied in soak time from 15 minutes to 7 hours. 
Model No. Parameters Loglikelihood AIC ∆ AIC 
Population * Study lake 3 -372.0637 776.1 0 
Population + Study lake 2 -384.7263 785.5 9.3 
Population 1 -391.0244 794.0 17.9 
Study lake 1 -419.0589 846.1 70.0 
Intercept 1 -421.833 847.7 71.5 
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Table 2.3: Results of model selection using AIC values on the phenotypic parameters measured for five populations of brook trout 
matched planted into three study lakes north of Lake Huron, Ontario Canada. The morphological response variables; Centroid size and 






Parameters AIC ∆ AIC 
Centroid Population * Study lake -771.9 3 1575.7 2.3 
Size Population + Study lake -778.7 2 1573.4 0.0 
 Population -902.4 1 1816.8 243.3 
 Study lake -806.4 1 1620.9 47.5 
 Intercept -921.6 1 1847.2 273.8 
RW1 Population * Study lake 1050.6 3 -2069.3 168.0 
 Population + Study lake 1043.0 2 -2069.9 167.3 
 Population 906.9 1 -1801.8 435.5 
 Study lake 1035.3 1 -2062.7 174.6 
 Intercept 891.2 1 -1778.4 458.9 
 Population * Study lake + Centroid 1135.6 4 -2237.3 0.0 
 Population + Study lake + Centroid 1127.4 3 -2236.8 0.4 
 Population + Centroid 1039.8 2 -2065.6 171.6 
 Study lake + Centroid 1118.4 2 -2226.7 10.5 
 Centroid 1030.8 1 -2055.5 181.7 
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Table 2.3 continued 
RW3 Population * Study lake 1091.7 3 -2151.4 5.7 
 Population + Study lake 1083.6 2 -2151.1 5.9 
 Population 1080.9 1 -2149.7 7.3 
 Study lake 1060.9 1 -2113.7 43.3 
 Intercept 1059.1 1 -2114.3 42.8 
 Population * Study lake + Centroid 1095.5 4 -2157.1 0.0 
 Population + Study lake + Centroid 1086.9 3 -2155.9 1.2 
 Population + Centroid 1083.8 2 -2153.5 3.6 
 Study lake + Centroid 1061.1 2 -2112.2 44.9 
 Centroid 1059.3 1 -2112.6 44.5 
RW4 Population * Study lake 1156.1 3 -2280.2 53.4 
 Population + Study lake 1152.1 2 -2288.2 45.4 
 Population 1151.7 1 -2291.4 42.2 
 Study lake 1098.2 1 -2188.4 145.2 
 Intercept 1096.2 1 -2188.4 145.2 
 Population * Study lake + Centroid 1179.5 4 -2325.0 8.6 
 Population + Study lake + Centroid 1175.8 3 -2333.6 0.0 
 Population + Centroid 1165.3 2 -2316.6 17.0 
 Study lake + Centroid 1129.0 2 -2248.0 85.6 








Figure 2.1: Landmarks for geomorphometric analysis on brook trout: 1, the most anterior 
part of body; 2, the head directly above midpoint of the eye; 3, the head directly above 
dorsal limit of operculum; 4, the anterior insertion point for dorsal fin; 5, the anterior 
limit of adipose fin; 6, the dorsal terminus of the caudal flexure; 7, the ventral terminus of 
the caudal flexure; 8, the anterior insertion point of the anal fin; 9, the anterior insertion 
point for the left pelvic fin; 10, the anterior insertion point for the left pectoral fin; 11, the 
meeting point of the gill plate and the ventral midline; 12, the most posterior point on 
upper mandible; 13, the most anterior point on the eye; 14, the most posterior point on the 
eye; 15, the most posterior point on the operculum; 16, the dorsal position above the 
thinnest part of the caudal peduncle; 17, the ventral position below the thinnest part of the 







Figure 2.2: Estimated population abundances and 95% confidence limits in three study 
lakes north of Lake Huron, Ontario, Canada, five month post stocking. Estimates were 
made using the Schnabel method with the Chapman modification and confidence 










Figure 2.3: Mean (± SE) number of fish from each of five populations caught per net set 







Figure 2.4: Mean (± SE) centroid size for five populations of brook trout in three study 
lakes north of Lake Huron, Ontario, Canada. Centroid sizes were calculated using 
tpsRelW by Rolph (2006) and photographs of the left side of fish captured using short- 







Figure 2.5: Mean (± SE) relative 
warp values for five populations of 
brook trout in three study lakes north 
of Lake Huron, Ontario, Canada. 
Relative warp values were produced 
using the program tpsRelW by 
Rolph (2006) and photographs of the 
left side of fish captured using short-
set gill net sampling. Relative warp 
1 (A) corresponds to deeper bodies 
at higher values, relative warp 3 (B) 
corresponds to shorter stockier fish 
higher values, and relative warp 4 
(C) corresponds a lengthening of the 




After reading the above two chapters it should be apparent that situations where hybrid 
populations are involved are rarely clean and clear cut. It is perhaps for this reason that 
many conservation and management organizations prefer to omit hybridized populations 
entirely when considering species or populations that are known to hybridize with 
conspecifics. But with continued study it may be possible one day for such organizations 
to make clear regulations that can be applied in all cases related to hybrid populations. 
For the time being it may be prudent to handle situations where hybrids are involved on a 
case-by-case basis as suggested by Allendorf et al. (2004). The results of this project 
should at least provide management and decision makers with a more positive outlook on 
such cases. 
 
The discovery that readily available information about an environment in which 
unintentional or undesirable hybridization can occur may help predict whether a 
hybridization event will result in extensive admixture between native and introduced 
populations shows great promise for the management of such situations. The relationship 
proposed by this study to explain the correlation between the environmental variables; 
pH, elevation, and mean depth, and their effect on hatchery admixture, namely that more 
favorable environments (higher pH, lower elevation and shallower mean depth) support 
wild populations at higher densities that are more resistant to admixture with hatchery 
sources is not entirely new. Suggestions previously made regarding risk management 
practices in aquaculture (Naylor et al. 2005) have included avoiding placing aquaculture 
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facilities near small populations of wild conspecifics as they stand a greater risk of being 
swamped genetically following the escape of a large number of conspecifics, as often 
occurs in the aquaculture industry (McGinnity et al. 2003). The new insight offered by 
this project is that resistance to admixture with domestic or hatchery conspecifics may be 
predictable based on the environmental and anthropogenic influences on wild population 
densities and that the driver of resistance to admixture may be density dependent fitness 
effects on the introduced individuals. The relationship between stocking events and 
admixture supports the idea proposed by Hansen (2002) that it might be a reliable 
predictor of whether extensive admixture may result from hybridization. Our study goes 
one step further to suggest that the number of stocking events may be a better indicator 
than the total number of hatchery fish stocked in predicting the genetic outcome of 
hybridization. We also found evidence to support the hypothesis of Evans and Willox 
(1991) that stocking and fishing pressure work together to increase the genetic effects of 
stocking hatchery fish into wild populations. These results may have considerable 
implications for the management of hybridizing populations. 
 
But all hope may not be lost for admixed populations. Chapter two of this study found no 
evidence that hatchery-wild admixture among brook trout populations has any negative 
effect on their survival  or adaptability to environmental change. This has significant 
implications for the management of hybrid or hybridizing populations by lending support 
to some of the current policies while calling into question the validity of others. 
Currently, conservation efforts are being expended searching for remnant wild 
populations among regions heavily affected by hatchery stocking with the intention of 
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using creating brood stocks for restorative purposes (e.g. Meraner et al. 2010). Our 
results suggest such remnant populations likely represent an excellent source of wild 
genes as any negative effects that slight introgression may have had on their fitness 
appear to be short lived. Furthermore, the negative effects typically experienced by wild 
populations hybridizing with hatchery or domestic sources appear to be fairly short lived 
as well (as little as 7 generations) among the brook trout of Algonquin Park. This has 
promising implications for changes to regulations regarding the potential protection status 
of hybridized populations. Currently, in Canada, policies regarding hybrid populations 
state that when hybridization is the direct result of human activities, the affected 
populations will be exempt from inclusion among a species or populations being assessed 
for protection status and may even be considered a threat (COSEWIC 2011). Our results 
support the theory that natural selection may return such hybrid populations to their 
previous fitness levels in a relatively short period of time. This suggests that in some 
cases, hybridized populations may return to performing their ecological role in the local 
environment as well as non-hybridized populations after a short period of fitness and 
demographic decline, during which natural selection removes unfit genes. There is also 
no evidence that such populations possess a reduced chance of persistence in the face of 
continued anthropogenically driven habitat alterations. It is my hope therefore that studies 
such as this one will eventually change our outlook towards hybridized populations from 
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APPENDIX 1 
ESTIMATION OF HATCHERY-WILD ADMIXTURE  
Non-stocked lakes within the park were assumed to approximate the local genetics of fish 
within the previously stocked lakes included in this study and were used as reference 
samples for the program STRUCTURE. Modern hatchery Hills Lake brood stock and 
Lake Nipigon brood stock were used as reference samples to approximate the hatchery 
fish that had previously been stocked in the park. The number of genetic clusters present 
within the reference samples was first estimated separately for the unstocked Algonquin 
Park samples and the hatchery samples. Ten replicate STRUCTURE trials of K = 1 
through K = n+3 where n is the actual number of sampled populations present in each 
dataset. Admixture was allowed between populations and no prior population information 
was provided to the program. A burn-in period of 50 000 replicates was used as well as 
50 000 Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) reactions. A K value of 2 was determined to 
be the appropriate value following the procedure of Evanno et al. (2007) for both the 
Algonquin Park and hatchery reference samples and was used in future analyses. The 
same procedure was used for the two hatchery samples to insure that they clustered 
separately. Replicate trials from K = 1 to K = 4 resulted in K = 2 being the most 
appropriate number of clusters. The admixture proportions for each lake were then 
estimated. 
 
To estimate the amount of hatchery admixture present in the study lakes two datasets 
were first constructed. The first contained all study lakes for which the stocking records 
indicated that only the Hills Lake strain had previously been stocked. The second 
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contained all lakes that had previously been stocked with both the Hills Lake strain and 
the Lake Nipigon strains. Along with the first dataset STRUCTURE was given the 
Algonquin park reference samples and the Hills Lake sample to use as learning samples 
to assist in clustering. K = 3 was used along with a burn in period of 100 000 followed by 
500 000 MCMC steps. Admixture was allowed among the study lakes and allele 
frequencies were treated as being correlated. The second data set was tested in the same 
manner, only the Lake Nipigon reference samples were also provided to STRUCTURE 
as well as the Hills Lake samples and K = 4 was used. To arrive at mean lake admixture 
values, the individual admixture proportions were averaged for each lake. 
